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R.A.F. BOMB THE GESTAPO

Mosquitos, the now twin-engined light bombers now in service with Bomber

Command, attacked the Gestapo Headquarters at Oslo in brilliant sunshine yesterday

afternoon.

The flight of four aircraft was led By Squadron Leader D.A.G. Parry,

D.F.C. and bar.

As our crews approached the city just Before four o'clock they could

distinguish its conspicuous buildings from several idles away - the skyscraper town

hall down by the harbour, the old Akerhus fortress, the Royal palace at the far

end of Oslo's main street, and the high dome of the Gestapo headquarters itself,
three large blocks which stand not far from the palace.

"There were clouds over the North Sea," said the pilot of the leading

aircraft, "But as we flow up the Skagerrak we ran into clear blue sky. We crossed

the Oslo Fjord, and then - about ten idles inland and flying parallel with its

eastern shore - node for Oslo, which stands at the head of the Fjord. We were

travelling very low. It was pleasant flying in the sunshine, and as we dipped

up and down, sticking to the contours of the lend, our shadows chased us across

the fields below."

South East of Oslo there is a low hill. Our bombers passed behind it,
cane out east of the city, and then made westwards for their objective.

"But the enemy didn't let us have things quite our own way," said the

pilot. "He put up a flight of Focke Wulf 190s, which cane for us as we came

round the hill. They got one of our aircraft, we saw it go down into the

Fjord, its port engines sacking, a Focke Wulf on its tail.

"Another of our planes was hit By cannon fire in the Boss of the starboard

propeller. But he kept on flying smoothly. That was all the damage the Focke

Wulfs did, though they followed us for 30 miles before we shook then off. My

own aircraft was not touched.

"We carried on over the city, still flying low, we got a quick glimpse
of the people in the streets as we rushed over then, low enough to see the Nazi

flag - swastika and all - floating above the done of the Gestapo headquarters.

"We all bombed from about a hundred feet."

The crew of one aircraft saw the Borahs of another hit a corner of the

Gestapo's central Building. This crew then bombed the west side of the

quarters, and a third aircraft bombed the east side. Debris, and a great,

quantity of dark red dust or smoke was thrown up, and was still hanging in the

air as our crews lost sight of the city.

Still flying low, they passed over the southern end of Norway and made

for the open sea.

Note :
- photograph of s/Ldr. parry, official number of photo CH 7166, was

issued for publication evening papers 22.9.42.


